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Beyond ME – Moving Beyond The Matrix 

Dr. Richard Bartlett & Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Co-Instructors

 
SEATTLE  4 DAY BEYOND ME – MOVING BEYOND THE MATRIX OCTOBER 20-23, 2018
Take The Upgrades....Into A New Reality.

Dr. Richard Bartlett and Melissa Joy Jonsson have been co-teaching the original Matrix Energetics (2003) 
together since 2008. These unique global ME teachings offer students the power of instantaneous transfor-
mation at their fingertips. 

While many others have attempted to copy/teach the core techniques taught by Richard and Melissa Joy, 
including the infamous Two Point, Time Travel, Parallel Universes, Archetypes, Frequencies, Templates, 
Modules, and Windows, no one has been able to duplicate the unprecedented magic and mastery of this 
original morphic field, built and sustained together by these two special instructors. 

Current Tuition Information: 
Early Bird Tuition Rates 
Available As Follows: 

1st Early Bird Tuition Rate 
By 8/17/18: $800 

2nd Early Bird Tuition Rate
From 8/18-9/28: $900
After 9/29/18: $1,000 

No Prerequisites!
 

 
 

BEYOND ME: 
MOVING BEYOND 
THE MATRIX 
Seattle, Washington
October 20-23, 2018 
 
4 DAY SEMINAR

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

 Register Now

Presented By Heart-Field Productions & The 
Institute for Harmonic Resonance Technology

https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=251
https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=251
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Accept no substitutes, for imitation is limitation.

Come learn from the ME originators and the only authorized global instructors of ME and the world-renown 
Two Point. 

Take the upgrade and go beyond the original ME to Beyond ME. For more than a decade, these tech-
niques taught in the original ME seminars have proven easy and effective. The foundational teaching prin-
ciples embedded in the original ME morphic field remain timeless and accessible. 

As the skills of the ME instructors (Richard and Melissa) have evolved significantly since technique incep-
tion, so too has their ability to transmit more information. As information is power and potential, being able 
to encode for more information in any technique or process translates to more healing and transformation.  

Come experience the two-point basics in an expanded format that maps the evolution of consciousness 
through the original ME morphic field. 

Take your healing and transformational skillsets to a new level of access by leveraging what has worked in 
ME in the past, coupled with an expanded framework for interacting with conditions and dis-ease. 

Students will be guided through the original foundational teachings of ME, and will be taught the evolution 
of the techniques currently utilized by Richard and Melissa in client sessions and daily life. 

Students will learn the basics of the time-tested techniques in ME, while also learning upgraded strategies 
to transform any pattern in reality. 

Go beyond the technique of... The Two Point, Time Travel / Parallel Universes, Archetypes, Frequencies, 
Templates. Modules and Windows. Open to more! Discover new Perceptual Reality Models.

A Second Upgrade 

In the special advanced portion of the class students will be introduced to a whole new way of mapping 
and interacting with the body as patterns of information. 

Whole New Protocol

A completely new 18 Point Protocol for altering and upgrading perceptual reality models will be presented 
and experienced by students. This protocol has never been taught by anyone, and cannot be learned any-
where, other than through direct transfer and activation by both instructors. 

Richard and Melissa will share their co-creative process for activating templates to provide the body with 
the correct information to heal and thrive. Some aspects that will be addressed include pattern complexity 
vs. simplicity, pulse, rhythm, timing variations, tone, color, inversion, morphing, and frequency spectrum.

While easy to learn, the complexities of the interlocking templates are what makes this advanced healing 
protocol a genuine upgrade to the basics taught in the foundational ME seminars. 

Go Beyond ME 

Come be among the first in the world to take the second upgrade now. Why use an old operating system 
when new improved software technology is available? Augment what has worked in the past with some-
thing new too. Beyond ME will fulfill the need for speed, ease and comfort by taking your reality matrix to a 
whole new dimension.

Upgrade your Reality with Richard and Melissa Joy. Register Now!
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Beyond ME – Moving Beyond The Matrix 

WHERE
Double Tree by Hilton Seattle Airport 
18740 International Blvd.
Seattle, WA 98188
(800) 445-8667 

SCHEDULE 
Saturday, Oct 20: 9am - 5:30pm (Doors open at 8:30am)
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Oct. 21-23: 9am - 5:30pm 
 
We ask everyone to wear pants. Please refrain from using perfumes and scented soaps.

Sign-in registration, manuals, and badges will be handed out Saturday morning starting at 8:30 am. 
Seminar name badge required at all times. 
 

HOTEL
Double Tree by Hilton Seattle Airport 
18740 International Blvd.
Seattle, WA 98188
(800) 445-8667
CLICK HERE for website 

I-HRT GROUP RATE 
$149.00 per night
Please contact hotel for Tax & Occupancy Rates
 
GROUP RATE INFORMATION
Group rate available until September 28, 2018 OR EARLIER if block fills. 
Group rate subject to change and hotel availability after cut off date

RESERVATION METHOD
(800) 445-8667 – reservations toll free
Group Code: IHR
CLICK HERE for website  

Complimentary Airport Shuttle Service & Internet
Discounted Self-Parking $10/ local & overnight

Local Attractions
Downtown Seattle - 14 miles
Pike Place Market - 15 miles
Space Needle - 18 miles
Westfield Southcenter Mall - 3 miles
Museum of Flight - 9 miles

For complete list and links of local attractions: CLICK HERE 

 Register Now

http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/washington/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-seattle-airport-CTAC-DT/index.html
https://book.passkey.com/go/IHRTOct2018
http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/washington/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-seattle-airport-CTAC-DT/attractions/index.html
https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=251
https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=251
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Dr. Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D. 
Developer of Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics 
and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

Dr. Richard Bartlett 
Instructor

Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D., holds a doctorate in chiropractic from Parker  
Chiropractic College and a degree in naturopathic medicine from Bastyr  
University of Naturopathic Medicine. Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transforma-
tional seminars around the world to thousands of participants since 2003.

Dr. Bartlett decided to attend chiropractic school after meeting Dr. Jacque Rowe, 
an inspiring and unique chiropractor. While Dr. Bartlett was attending chiropractic 
school his second child was born with bronchitis and asthma and battled fre-
quent bouts of pneumonia. Dr. Bartlett decided he would have to find the answer 
himself and embarked on a path of self-study, eventually learning and practicing 
more than 30 different healing systems. In the course of his studies, Dr. Bartlett 
learned TBM as taught by Dr. Victor Frank, a chiropractor. His son responded to 
this system and was healed. 

After graduating from Parker Chiropractic College in 1987, Dr. Bartlett moved to Montana where he maintained 
a busy practice until 1996. Desiring to expand his practice scope in order to better serve his patient base and 
the increasingly complex clinical cases he was seeing, Dr. Bartlett decided to attend naturopathic school. His 
degree in naturopathic medicine was completed in December of 2000.

In 1996, Dr. Bartlett’s life took a new and surprising turn. While attending Bastyr University of Naturopathic 
Medicine and working full time as a chiropractor, he experienced a life changing event which redirected the 
entire course of his clinical experience. Call it a mystical occurrence, a spiritual vision, outright hallucination, or 
as Dr. Jim Parker called it; the experience of being ‘naturally right’, suddenly the act of lightly touching a patient 
with focused intent created dramatic, often startling changes. Bones would re-align themselves, chronic pain 
patterns would disappear, often with only one brief session; scoliosis curvatures would re-align right before his 
eyes.

As time went on this phenomenon seemed to grow stronger, sometimes each week revealing new and marvel-
ous outcomes. Chronic conditions began to change even though they were often not even a conscious focus 
for the treatment. In addition, people began to report that their emotional states, belief patterns, their very lives 
were mysteriously being transformed. Better yet, these changes appeared to continue over time. His practice, 
always emotionally satisfying; became a profound, and deeply moving day to day experience.

The biggest surprise was yet to come. Much to his astonishment he was able to teach his practice partner, Dr. 
Dunn, how to duplicate his results proving that this ability was not just some special gift, but rather a readily 
teachable system that in a weekend seminar could be learned and the results duplicated by the healing profes-
sional and lay person alike. 

Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transformational seminars around the world to thousands of participants since 
1992 and the feedback is even better than he had hoped for. These paradigms utilize the principles and sci-
ences of Subtle Energy and Quantum Physics, coupled with the incredible power of active imagination and 
focused intent to produce physically verifiable effects that often defy rational explanation. Miracles happen 
every day. Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics, and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems 
provide the technology and scientific framework to allow for their everyday occurrence.

 
Dr. Bartlett is the author of the award-winning Matrix Energetics: The Science and Art of Transformation, The 
Matrix Energetics Experience, The Physics of Miracles (with Melissa Joy Jonsson), and Into the Matrix (with 
Melissa Joy Jonsson). 
 
More Information About Dr. Richard Bartlett:
Affiliated websites: www.matrixenergetics.com, www.i-hrt.com

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

Beyond ME – Moving Beyond The Matrix 

http://www.matrixenergetics.com
http://www.i-hrt.com
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Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Instructor

Melissa Joy Jonsson
Author, Speaker, Inspirational Leader
Founder and Instructor of ‘M-Joy’ Seminars 

Melissa Joy Jonsson (M-Joy) is best known for her ability to engage people 
from all over the world to embrace their True Authentic Power by playing in 
the field of the heart. Melissa has been teaching popular life-transformational 
Matrix Energetics seminars around the globe since 2008. Melissa Joy Jons-
son is the founder of M-Joy, a unifying “we” movement that provides a new 
language to experience self-love as integrity. As an intuitive coach and holis-
tic practitioner, Melissa has a diverse client base in more than 25 countries.

Melissa is the author of the new release “The Art of Limitless Living” (April 2018) and the bestselling 
books “Little Book of Big Potentials: 24 Fields of Flow, Fulfillment, Abundance, and Joy in Everyday 
Life” (July 2015) and “M-Joy Practically Speaking; Matrix Energetics and Living Your Infinite Potential” 
(March 2014). She is also the author of “Practical Play the Heart-Centered Way: A Complementary 
Play Guide to Little Book of Big Potentials” (January 2016). She co-authored “Into the Matrix: Guides, 
Grace, and The Field of the Heart” (2013) and “The Physics of Miracles: Tapping in to the Field of 
Consciousness Potential” with Dr. Richard Bartlett (2010).

Prior to creating a career she loves, Melissa spent more than a decade as an executive in the phar-
maceutical industry, focused on developing new markets for blockbuster drugs. Melissa has a bach-
elor’s degree in psychology from the University of California at Santa Barbara. To learn more please 
visit www.MJoyHeartField.com
 

To learn more about M-Joy, please visit: http://www.MJoyHeartField.com/ 
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